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The Bachelor Brothers? Bed & Breakfast is definitely a rustic retreat
using one of British Columbia? Its owners are the endearingly eccentric
Hector and Virgil, twins by birth, though not naturally.s beautiful Gulf

Islands.s own words, including the romantic, improbable and even
shocking story of how their mom found conceive them. Bachelor Brothers?

Furthermore to these remembrances of issues past are more recent
misadventures, by turns shifting and hilarious. Their B&B attracts a
specific and sometimes peculiar clientele of somewhat confused and

gentle bookish people. They reveal the foundation of their huge library
in tales of boxes of books mysteriously arriving throughout their youth,
offerings from their traveling salesman father, unidentified to them in

virtually any other style. They detail the way the forces of
circumstance, in the form of their motley inheritances -- a big house on
a little island, a massive library, an aged parrot given to profanity
and channeling, and a dozen musical eggcups -- led to but one summary:
opening a guest house. Bed & Breakfast relates the many stories of the
comings and goings and doings at the guest house in Hector and Virgil?
Also included are excerpts from their site visitors? book, Brief Lives,
in which their guests explain the mysterious paths that led them to the

haven of old-world attraction that time has fortunately passed by.
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Whimsical, quirky, marvelous! Whereas the first reserve was genuinely
funny and quirky, it seems that in this follow-up work, the author tried
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Too much to become both humorous and unusual, and for the most part, his
efforts fall flat. The guests should write tales about their encounters,
and these become chapters in the publication. Small town living is
certainly both celebrated and satirized. When you need a day to actually
laugh aloud as you read, choose this book. Old Book - lots of fun... I
read this years back and was looking for a copy to provide a friend
who'll be visiting the area this fall. It is no surprise to me that it
was awarded the Stephen Leacock Award...Pleased to have found it
andcondition was ideal. A so-so sequel but with some surprising
revalations After enjoying the first Bachelor Brothers Bed & If you are
a fan of Prairie Home Companion-like storytelling, you'll such as this.
Still a giggle Not as good simply because the first-but still a giggle
good What a fun go through. I anticipate reading even more of his
work.It had been great getting associated with these brothers and their
connection with the site visitors to their home. I want to understand
these Bachelor Brothers! I study the back cover and was sufficiently
intrigued to transport it to the till and purchase it. I just caught up
with the Bachelor Brothers;The ever-endearing Canadian charm that holds
us in high esteem about the world shines through this brilliant penning.
All I possibly could think was, "How do i start a comparable bed and
breakfast?. the tiny that is of interest about the type is stretched
much too thin here. Breakfast book, I decided to browse the sequel. This
publication has been described as whimsical - I discover this small
paperback a function of comic genius. Hector and Virgil rock! A superb
read We was browsing the neighborhood (independant) bookstore shelves
the other day which little gem veritably leapt off the shelves into my
hands. I love Bill Richardson! I have to say it's among the best buys
I've made in an extended time. I was very grateful for them.." It really
is touching, funny, literate -- a real bibliophile's delight.. it's a
deserved and needed win. it is rare for me to laugh out loud while
reading, but this publication and one of its sequels got me roaring. It
really is laugh-out-loud funny... particularly the eccentric Mrs.
Rochester. One of my fave sections of the book may be the birthday
serenade by bagpipes. Fortunately I hadn't finished my coffee and needed
a toilet break whilst reading that segment. Can't recommend this title
highly plenty of! Richardson. pleased my bookclub chose it. 'Bachelor
Brothers' has immediately become among my all-time preferred novels.
Brilliant composing and my kudos to Mr. Charming Pretty darn charming -
We thought it was gonna be fluff.); In particular, what I got most liked
about the original novel was its focus on books and reading, so I was
disappointed to find the that sequel doesn't have the same emphasis:
occasional reading lists are included, but they are interpersed with
recipes and a more eccletic collection of anecdotes. Bill Richardson 's
explanation of two brothers who operate a bed and breakfast that caters
to travellers searching for a retreat designed for the purpose of
reading will delight you. Much of the book centers around a character



who was just briefly talked about in the original story, the eccentric
regional poet Solomon Solomon; Nuts to Kirkus Evaluations for not liking
the lists (bathroom reading, bathtub reading, etc. The only real bright
place in this book is normally that towards the end, there are some
interesting revalations which provide a bit more information regarding
Hector and Virgil's ancestry. Whether it's worth it to read 172 web
pages of a mediocre novel for less than 20 pages of somewhat more
entertaining level is usually your decision, but I certainly wouldn't
recommend this sequel to anyone who hadn't browse the first book.
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